A Naturalist’s View of Indonesia

by Rae V. Anderson
Sierra Madre, California

Indonesia is a very large country population-wise, the fifth largest in the world. It is made up of more than 13,000 islands, the larger being Kalimantan (Indonesian Borneo), Irian Jaya (the western half of New Guinea), Sumatra, Java, Sulawesi (Celebes), Maluku (Moluccas), and the Lesser Sundas. This country stretches from east to west over 5,200 miles, separating the Pacific and Indian Oceans. This is greater than the distance between our Pacific and Atlantic coasts. It is an extremely complex country being made up of some three hundred ethnic groups and multiple dialects of most of those. There are more than three hundred dialects in Irian Jaya alone.

The Indonesian population is approximately 175 million with about 60% of these jammed onto the island of Java which is only 51,000 square miles or about six percent of the country’s total land mass. This is equivalent to putting the entire combined populations of California, Florida, Illinois, Ohio, Pennsylvania and Texas into an area about the size of Louisiana. This is more than six times the entire population of Australia. There is pervasive reason for this.

Java is made up of a string of still active volcanos throughout its entire length. The activity is a result of this island lying just to the north of the deep Java Trench where the Indo-Australian plate pushes under the Eurasian plate resulting in much geothermal action. These volcanos are continually spewing ash with periodic violent eruptions. This ash and lava breaks down into exceptionally fertile soil. Consequently, the rice, fruit and vegetable farming of Java (and Bali which is effectively an easterly extension of Java) is one of the world’s most highly productive. The Balinese rice farmers are considered to be the world’s best even with their primitive tools.

The soil over most of the remainder of Indonesia is very fragile and shallow and does not accept cultivation kindly. Its fertility level is low and short-lived. When cleared, it is marginally productive, soon becomes non-productive and erodes very quickly. So goes beautiful prime wildlife habitat!

Being an individual with a lifelong high level interest in all aspects of natural science, I enthusiastically took advantage of an opportunity to spend a couple of weeks in Indonesia.

Of course, anyone could visit Indonesia or most other countries as long as they have the health, the time and the money to spare. For me, the first two were no problem but the latter is, unfortunately, a perennial problem.

Indonesia has one of the world’s lowest costs of living if you are willing to live in the native style including native food. It is probably one of the world’s most expensive places if you choose to live in the western manner, even modestly, as you are accustomed to here.

One of my sons and his family were living in Jakarta (at the west end of the Island of Java). His company had provided them with very palatial accommodations, a western-style, completely furnished home of upward of 5,000 square feet, the rear yard of which was enclosed by a ten foot high concrete and masonry wall. Growing in the backyard was a red plumeria about twenty feet high with a twenty foot spread in addition to a mango. Also provided was a car and driver, a house girl and a house boy. My daughter-in-law found these latter three very easy to get used to. The house girl, with her husband and children, lived in an apartment attached to the rear of the main house and garage and was available 24 hours a day as was the house boy, and driver. Between the house girl and boy they did all of the grocery shopping (which required about U.S. $25 to $30 per week), prepared all meals, did all house and yard work and the laundry was done daily. The lawns were mowed weekly with a pair of hand clippers. My son and daughter-in-law, having two small children, found this arrangement very acceptable and easy to get used to, and rather traumatic to leave behind.

This all provided me with a very convenient and economical “base of operation.”

Bicycles and mopeds are the most commonly used forms of private transportation with becaks (pedicabs) a frequently used public form. They quite jam the streets within the cities as well as being abundant even in the rural areas. It is common to see two adults on a moped and frequently two adults with a child and occasionally two adults with two children all on little mopeds and no one wearing helmets.

In the center of Jakarta at a major intersection is the National Monument which is a marble pillar in excess of 400 feet high with a sculptured crowning flame reportedly covered with 77 pounds of pure gold.

Indonesia is the home of beautiful, intricately dyed and tediously woven ikat fabrics as well as the delicate and beautiful batik process. These fabrics are used for clothing, draperies, bed sheets and spreads, upholstery, tablecloths, wall hangings, etc. Each area of Indonesia has its own traditional styles and patterns for these fabrics.

As in Mexico and most third world countries, it is not safe for caucasians (or less specifically, Americans and Europeans) to drink the local water, even in hotels and good restaurants. You must likewise be careful not to use ice unless you know with certainty it is made from a reputable bottled water. Sealed container, brand name bottled water is available in most restaurants, grocery stores and many soft drink vendor stands. It costs a little but is well worth the investment. U.S. brands of soft drinks are readily available but are normally served at ambient air temperature...
flying up and over or around. In small bamboo or metal cages hung from the rafters will be a beautiful emerald green leaf bird, or red and black minivet or a gold and black oriole-type bird of some kind, always one to a cage. These three types of birds seemed to be, by far, the most popular in the restaurants and they were certainly eye catching.

Also eye catching are the little one to four-inch geckos or night lizards running around upside down on the ceiling catching insects. These geckos are active only after dark but are drawn to any area where the lights attract insects such as entry porches or open areas of entertainment. At least in these areas they are easiest for human eyes to see. Be thankful for their existence. If it wasn’t for friends like them, the bugs would be up to the back side of a tall ostrich.

Birds are readily available in the “bird” markets of Indonesia’s larger cities as well as from street vendors. The number and species selection from street vendors is very small compared to what is found in the “bird” markets. Even so, they will have interesting birds including various native woodpeckers, the gorgeous small kingfishers, minevets, orioles, various mynahs, moustached and long-tailed parakeets, an occasional white cockatoo of various species, munias (nuns), zebra doves, etc.

The bird markets are permanently located and organized(?). At least the many vendors have their individual areas though it is impossible to discern where one stops and the next begins.

Before proceeding, I want to clarify that these are called “bird” markets because they contain many more birds than anything else but I also found in them several young Stamas (the Indonesian black gibbon), several species of civets, kittens of some species of wild Javanese cats, various species of mongoose, albino and “lutino” (?) squirrels, flying fox bats with thirty-inch wing spans (yes and very tame and friendly, anxious to eat fruit from my hand), slow lorises and the diminutive, timid and lovely Asiatic mouse deer being only eight to twelve inches high at the shoulder and weighing five to ten pounds when mature.

The bird markets which I visited were all of the same general plan: a floor, a roof, open on all four sides, surrounded by a low fence and small peripheral buildings, the larger shelter area being perhaps thirty by fifty feet, containing many merchants, hundreds of cages and thousands of native birds and mammals stacked on top of each other and hung from the roof. I did not see any reptiles or fishes in the bird markets but did see an outdoor tropical fish market at another location in Jakarta. The smaller peripheral buildings were small, individual open display areas adjacent to what appeared to be living quarters. It was into these “living” quarters that we were taken when we asked about the availability of endangered or otherwise protected species such as the Bali mynah, Pesquet’s parrot, palm cockatoo, etc.

Never did we see these protected birds displayed openly.

The palm cockatoos were the most expensive birds which we priced. Their asking price was equivalent to about U.S. $250. That meant that with some serious bargaining they could be had for U.S. $200 or less. I would have dearly loved to have sent some of the palm cockatoos home but inquiries at the office of the Director General of Forest Conservation and Nature Preservation in Bogor, quickly established that no CITES permits would be issued for these birds (even with “payoff” offers) and the birds would be confiscated if found. The fact that we inquired of the possibility of a permit for palm cockatoos at the time we were applying for a permit to send home a citron crested cockatoo resulted in a surprise visit to the house by an inspector to “check” the birds (we believe to determine whether or not we had palm cockatoos although this was never stated).

Among the most abundant species in the bird markets were moustached and long-tailed parakeets at 13,000 rupias (about U.S. $8) each, common mynahs, various munias (nuns) generally about 1,000 rupias or U.S. $0.60 each and small zebra doves. In addition to these were various species of barbets; mynahs; pied starlings; Javanese hanging parrots (vernial); orioles; green, Sonnerat’s or hybrid jungle fowl; dorangos; pin-tailed non-parallel parrot finches; many species of lories including purple-crowned, cardinal, blue streaked, black, chattering, Stella’s and Papua; cockatoos including Moluccan, umbrella, various sulphur-crested, citron-crested and Goffin’s; four species of eclectus parrots; various woodpeckers; king-
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The birds most commonly kept and seemingly most popular with the Javanese are the little zebra doves and common domestic pigeons. The pigeons are frequently dyed pink, blue, green or yellow. These seemed to be special birds and were being shown much tender care and affection.

In addition, hybrid chickens, crosses between junglefowl and the long-necked, long-legged, skinny domestic fowl which were built like fighting cocks (the only kind of chicken I saw in Indonesia either in yards, the streets or on my dinner plate), compete each Sunday in crowing contests at the bird markets. The winner is hoisted to the top of a tall pole above the Bird Market roof — the place of honor.

Many of the larger cities in southern Asia have very nice bird parks, Singapore’s being particularly large and fine and including what, I understand, is the world’s largest walkthrough aviary.

At this point I will digress for a moment and talk about Singapore. Prior to World War II, Singapore was one of the “sin capitals” of the world. In more recent years the change has been so dramatic, but for knowing better, you would believe you were in a totally different country.

English is the principal language. Irrespective of what else is spoken, English is spoken by everyone. It is probably the cleanest city I have ever visited — absolutely no graffiti or litter. Their water can be safely consumed in any hotel, restaurant or even public drinking fountains. Everything is signed and identified better than in the United States so it is very easy to find your way around. The people are friendly, courteous, and helpful, their police being the most courteous and helpful I have ever seen any place. But be warned! You had better not drop a chewing gum wrapper (a $500 first-offense fine), or jay-walk (a $50 fine). The fines are huge and they don’t care if you are a visitor. Those are the rules! They are proud of the cleanliness of their city and they intend to keep it that way.

Another item of interest is that, in years past, Singapore had great drug problems. No longer! About thirty minutes before your plane lands, when you are given your immigration and customs cards, you will see on them printed in bold, red letters (and it is also announced in three or four languages over the aircraft’s public address system) MANDATORY DEATH FOR DRUG TRAFFICKING BY SINGAPORE LAW. Again, they don’t care what country you are a citizen of and you are making a grave mistake (literally and figuratively speaking) if you expect protection from your own government.

Should you be found to have a quantity of illegal substance which is too small to reasonably be construed as trafficking, then they have something else. They are one of the few remaining countries with caning laws. That is, you may escape with your life but after fifteen lashes of a rattan cane. The offenders seem to remember that very well also. Personally, I applaud Singapore for these efforts. It is a most pleasant place to visit. A woman can walk alone any place, day or night, and feel completely safe. Contrast that with the U.S.!

Singapore also has many interesting eating places. I personally enjoyed the “hawkers’ centers.” There you can select a table under an umbrella, choose the items you wish to eat from any number of the merchants, and return to your table. In the “hawkers’ centers” the food items are very fresh, many of them live fresh. You can, if you wish, select a live turtle, fish, lobster, eel, octopus, etc., run the peeled and seeded, chilled fresh fruit through a blender, simply run the peeled and seeded, chilled fresh fruit through a blender and serve. It is a true delight in the hot, humid weather.

We were surprised by the level of honesty we found in Singapore. One evening after dinner my daughter-in-law noticed her heavy gold bracelet, an anniversary gift from my son, was missing from her wrist. In struggling with an infant she had not realized when she had lost it but suspected it may have occurred at the restaurant.
View of the bird market in Jakarta.

Silver-eared Messias on display for sale at the Jakarta bird market.

These Duvenboid's Lories were photographed in the Singapore Bird Park.

They went back to the restaurant and, sure enough, it had been found and turned in to the management. The bracelet was returned and the kids were informed that had they not returned for it, it would have been sent to them. The ownership identity could only have been made from the restaurant's Visa or American Express receipt.

Now back to Indonesia. In the Tamin Mini Bird Park in Jakarta we walked through a large, planted flight cage with perhaps thirty or more crowned pigeons of three species, argus pheasants, moustached and long-tailed parakeets, several species of lories and cockatoos, a strange beige mutation of the Indian blue peafowl, barbets and many other beautiful softbills. There are also many smaller aviaries with palm cockatoos, sea eagles, cassowaries, etc. It is a truly memorable experience.

The bird market in Yogyakarta (central Java) was very similar to that in Jakarta.

Yogyakarta is also an historic cultural center. Here you will find the huge, spectacular 8th century Buddhist temple of Borobudur with its seven levels and three and three-quarter miles of relief sculptures of scenes depicting Buddhist scriptures.

Just outside Yogyakarta at Prambanan is the ruin of the 10th century Hindu temple Loro Jonggrang. Reconstruction of this complex was begun when Indonesia was under Dutch rule and has continued ever since. It is well along. To me it is almost incomprehensible that these structures, some in excess of a hundred feet high, were constructed a thousand years ago from hand-hewn and relief sculptured basaltic rock and without use of cement or mortar.

In this area you can also visit the Sultan's palace and go through the ruins of the extremely unique "water palace." This was a palace with large, secret chambers and passage ways built for security and concealment, beneath ponds and moats. In addition, this area is an art and craft center.

With the exception of the mutant Indian blue mentioned earlier, the only peafowl I saw were Java greens including a couple at liberty (wild?). The liberty birds had perhaps been artificially hatched and released hence not so shy.

On to Bali (just off the east tip of Java). Bali is a particularly beautiful island heavily cultivated but beautiful once you get out of Denpasar.

No trip to Bali is complete without a visit to the sacred monkey forest at Sangeh. Here a colony of a hundred or more wild but tame Rhesus macaques beg handouts from the visitors, the local stall owners getting rich selling peanuts, bananas, film, T-shirts, and innumerable other souvenirs.

At one location where we left cameras in the car but were away from it, I noticed the driver (Bali is predominantly Hindu) also left the proximity of the car but did not lock it. I asked...
A cage full of nuns (munia) at the Jakarta bird market. Note the interesting string tie arrangement that creates the perches.

A Black-capped Lory and Umbrella Cockatoos await good homes at the Jakarta bird market.

This mutant Indian Blue Peahen was seen at the Tamin-Mint Bird Park, Jakarta.

him if the cameras would be safe and he assured me they would. He said, "Only the tourists steal things. We believe that if we do something bad we will return in our next life as something worse than we are now." We could use quite a bit of such philosophy in the United States. Nothing was stolen.

Next I spent a few days in the Pulau Seribu (Thousand Islands) in the Java Sea between Jakarta and Singapore. They are about forty-five miles north of Jakarta. In spite of their name, there are fewer than 700 islands in the group, the largest of which are about one kilometer in greatest dimension. Only seven of these islands are inhabited. One is reserved for President Suharto, another contains a complete village and three have dive camps, of which two have very modern accommodations and the other the basic accommodations of a serious dive camp. The latter, Pulau Papa Theo, is the one I chose.

The thirty dollar a day rate included a pondok (native style palm thatch hut) complete with native style bathroom facilities and three meals. The high areas of these islands are probably no more than five or six feet above the high tide line. They are quite densely overgrown with coconut palms, Pandanus and a tree form of what is locally called hybiscus but having large, abutilon-type flowers.

These islands are mushroom-shaped with only the top above water. Their sides abound with beautiful reef fishes, and some two hundred species of coral and large mollusks such as the helmet conch. It was here that I saw, face to face, my first lion fish and stone fish, two highly venomous species, in their natural environment.

On these islands I also saw the small and beautiful kingfishers, dorongos, large (size of an Indian Hill mynah) gold and black oriole-type birds and umbrella cockatoos. These cockatoos were extremely shy and wary. We would hear them, then try to sneak up to where we could see them but invariably they would see us the instant we saw them and they would take off. If we pressed them too much they would simply fly the few hundred yards to the next island and be done with us. Consequently, I was never able to get pictures of them. This location, by the way, is some 1,200 miles west of the range where Foreshew places them in
Parrots of the World.

Of equal interest to me were the huge Malayan water monitor lizards that inhabit all of these little islands. The largest I saw were about seven feet but I was told by the locals that they reach nine feet. These are very adaptable creatures, seemingly very much at ease on land, in the water, in burrows or in the trees.

The easiest place to find and photograph these modern dragons was while they were scavenging the garbage pile behind the cook shack. They would swallow chicken bones and carcasses, fish skeletons, papaya skins, etc. These lizards are smaller than the komodo 'dragons,' the world's largest lizards located a couple of hundred miles further east. Regardless of being in second place, these were very respectable and impressive. They were quite shy so we had to move slowly and quietly, remaining hidden as much as possible in order to get within ten or fifteen feet of them. I succeeded in catching a hatchling (about fourteen inches long). Once captured, it proceeded to upchuck a large cicada fly which it had recently eaten. Every morning the tracks of these big lizards were visible on every area of smooth sand.

The big fruit bats, flying fox, were every place at night. They were very easy to spot with their thirty-odd inch wing spans. Their day roosts are in large, high, dead (or, at least, leafless) trees. Hundreds of them congregate in the same tree. You can hear them a block away bickering, hitting at and squabbling with their nearest neighbors. Not too unlike many humans, I cannot understand why they do not separate themselves more, as I have done, if they so totally object to near company. This would, of course, mean they would not all fit in the same tree. Perhaps that is the problem. Beneath their roost tree the ammonia stench from their urine rain was quite stifling. I was not, however, compelled to stay under these trees. Under the roost trees you can occasionally find a baby that has fallen from its mother and is otherwise unhurt. The locals sometimes take these for hand rearing. When the baby is old enough to hold reliably to a twig, it is placed in a small tree or shrub outside the door and hand fed. They become extremely tame and affectionate, and are an interesting if not unusual greeter. When able to fly and forage for itself, it will continue, at least for some time, to return to the roost where it was reared.

In addition to all this, as if anything more was needed, were all of the beautiful butterflies, exotic flowers and luscious tropical fruits.

Many of these fruits are immediately pleasing to our tastes and for others a taste must be cultivated to varying degrees. Among these fruits are the papaya, mango, pineapple and banana which we all know. There are, however, several unfamiliar types of bananas. Besides the ones commonly found in our markets, there were varieties with a square cross section rather than round, bananas about the size and shape of your thumb, a variety that is about 1-1/2 inches long and one inch in diameter and form whose skin is green when it is ripe and ready to eat. All of these were very tasty. In addition were the belimbing (starfruit) with its lemony flavor, nanka (jackfruit) about the size of a watermelon with the edible portion in...
Differences attract curiosity and admiration. Author Rae Anderson finds himself surrounded by a flock of women and children on an outing to a Pulau Kalapa Island village.

Pecan size segments, saluk (snakefruit) which is about the size of a plum but with an outer cover that looks like brown snake skin, rambutan — a bright red, spiny looking fruit with a skin that slips off like that of a Concord grape, mangosteen, guavas the size of baseballs, soursop and sawo, a small tan, egg-shaped, honey flavored fruit.

Last and foremost is the durian (Durian zibethinus). No one is neutral about this spiny, football size fruit. You either love it or despise it. Many gourmets consider durian to be one of the most delicious fruits in the world. Its flavor is heavenly, like many things but like nothing you have ever had before. It also happens to be the world's worst smelling fruit. No hotel will permit you to enter the building with a durian other than into the basement via a rear service entrance. The odor permeates and clings to everything that has come into its proximity. The odor of durian has been variously described as that of garbage, rotten eggs, and an overcrowded, unkempt dog yard. To me, the best description of durian would be that of eating ice cream or a gourmet custard in an unkempt public restroom or beside an open sewer. You should, however, judge it for yourself. Slightly underripe durian is a favorite food of the orangutan.

We found the Indonesian people to be very poor and very friendly. They have a particular fondness for small children and make a great deal over caucasian children.

One thing I could have well done without was the continual game of "chicken" when you are on the road. Except for a few main thoroughfares in the major cities, most of the roads are two lane — one lane each direction. There are always lots of bicycles and mopeds driving at the edges of the roads. The automobile drivers want to drive at 55 or 60 mph and everyone seems to think he has an obligation to get ahead or stay ahead of all the others. Consequently, the regular scene is to see vehicles two, three and sometimes four abreast, each trying to get ahead of the other or stay ahead, coming toward you on a two lane road with no one in either direction slowing at all. When this procedure is not occurring the antithesis is. You see the driver of the vehicle in which you are riding in white-knuckled prayer, pushing bicycles and mopeds off the left side while he is trying to stay ahead, or else yours is the third or fourth vehicle to the right, looking down the throat of oncoming trucks, which themselves are taking up both sides of the road. You are uneasy from the beginning because there, as in England, they drive on the wrong side of the road. When the vehicles do make their last-second shifts, pushing bicycles and mopeds into the
mud in order to avoid the head-on collision which continually appears imminent. The vehicles miss each other by mere fractions of an inch. At the end of each day of riding, I thanked my God, the Hindu gods, Buddha and Allah for their joint efforts because it seemed beyond the capability of just one of them to get us back alive.

This ‘chicken game’ must have some kind of rules because as improbable as it seemed we were never involved in an accident nor did we ever see evidence of one having occurred (perhaps they quickly clean up the mess?).

There is very much more to Indonesia than the small sample which I experienced and have related here. I very much hope to be able to return and get a great deal more first hand exposure to the multitude of unfamiliar locales, people, their culture, arts and crafts, animal life, plants, etc.●

**CLASSIFIED ADS**

**General Hookbills**

**INDIAN RINGNECKS!** Grey-green, blue, turquoise, lutino split blue, green splits. Also all mutations of white face cockatiels, 1988 & 1989 close banded. Will ship. Milton Johnson, (504) 272-9319. 4(1X)

**Congo African Grey and Umbrella,** citron, med. sulphur-crested cockatoo babies. Hand-fed with extra care & attention to assure you a loving pet. John, (503) 825-3230, Oregon. 4(1X)

**Pionus** - white cap, dusky, bluehead, bronze wing. Handfed; close banded. Clara, (312) 349-8667, Illinois. 2(1X)

**QUALITY BIRDS,** unrelated domestics. Closed-banded and hand fed. CONURES: sun, jenday, peach fronted, dusky, brown throated, Wagler’s, blue crown, Patagonian, nanday, slenderbill. PIONUS: blue headed, bronze winged, dusky, white crowned. AMAZONS: double yellow headed, lilac crowned, spectacled. MACAWS: blue & gold, military, severe.

COCKATOOS: umbrella, Goffin’s. S/S and shipping available. B&R Bird Ranch, Arizona. Phone (602) 982-2125. 6(1X)

**AFRICAN GREY AND GREEN WING macaw babies.** Exceptional quality, hand-fed in our home. Closed banded. We ship anywhere. Jade Exotic Birds, (602) 480-4415, Arizona. 2(1X)

**CLOSED BANDED DOMESTIC BABIES.** Hand raised macaws, cockatoo, Amazons, Congo, eclectus (Vos.), Indian ringnecks (most mutations), tocos, roSELLas, conures, Senegals, mynahs (Coliole and greater Hill), and many others. Prices and info: SASE to LUCERNE AVIARIES, P.O. Box 24494, Fort Lauderdale, FL 33307-4494. Phone (305) 587-5558. Texas. 3(X3)

**SPoon-Fed Domestic Babies:** Bare-eyed, citron, lesser, eleanora, Moluccan, red-vent, triton and umbrella cockatoos. Grand and vosmaeri eclectus. Scarlet macaws. Arrowhead Aviaries, Penrose, OH. Call (719) 372-3511. 1(1X)

**CLASSIFIED RATES** — $10 minimum charge for 41ines of type (average 7 words per line). Additional charge of 15¢ per word for ad running over 28 words. (28 words to include name, address and phone.) All copy to be RECEIVED BY 15th day 6 weeks preceding publication. One inch boxed ad — 58 word maximum — $20. As of January 1, 1990, AFA’s policy was reaffirmed to no longer allow hybrid birds to be offered for sale in its official publication, the AFA Watchbird.

**BUFFONS, HYACINTHS.** Mature pairs, singles blue & gold, greenwing, female severes, yellow collared, scarlets, Moluccans, military, sulphur crested, etc. (916) 458-4639. Calif. 2(1X)

**HISPANOLIAN: S/S male mature Amazona ventralis.** $800 firm price. Will ship. Call (716) 425-3230. 1(1X)

**RAINTREE MACAWS — Baby greenwings, scarlets, hyacinths, blue & golds, Buffon’s, militaries, and red fronts lovingly hatched and handled at our breeding farm. All birds are feather sexed, closed banded and veterinarian checked. Unrelated pairs available for your breeding program. We will ship birds. Call Joanne Abramson, (707) 964-4980. Northern Calif. 2(1X)


**RINGNECKS** (most mutations), rosellas (most mutations), plumheads, mustache, red rumps, rock pebblers, Alexandrine, derbyans, Princess of Wales, crimson-winged parrot, white crowned pionus, white bellied and black headed caique, Edward’s and Desmarest’s figs, Amboina king and green wings. Call for availability. All babies hand-fed and raised in our home. We will ship. Call (813) 482-5352, Frank or Claire, Florida. 1(1X)

**Get them while the supply lasts! It’s a wonderful gift and frames up beautifully.**

$22.50 plus $2.50 ship/handling in continental U.S.A.

Foreign: Add $7.50. Please remit in U.S. funds.

Available through AFA Business Office
P.O. Box 56218
Phoenix, AZ 85079-6218
(602) 494-0391

Charge cards accepted. Orders can be phoned in.

**signed & numbered prints**

AFA Watchbird.

by well known British artist
Jim Hayward

**fine art print of the Leadbeater’s Cockatoos**

(Major Mitchell’s)

Cacatua leadbeateri leadbeateri

**AFA WATCHBIRD 69**
PRIVATE COLLECTION FOR SALE: long-term mated pairs available, mini macaws, hawkhead parrots and pionus. Many egg laying or proven. Also some young available. Call (617) 232-6207, Mass. Will ship. 1(x2)

HYACINTH MACAW MALE: One year old accimated to 30°F. Closed banded, hatched and handled at our farm. Beautiful feather and personality. Also one 1989 baby hyacinth available. Baby male and female greening, also one year old male greening. Baby male and female military, Joanne Abramson, Rain-tree Macaws, call (707) 964-4380, Northern California. 2(x3)

SCARLET CHESTED 1989 birds, related, $50 each, will trade for softbills or finches. Ken Archer, K.C., MO. Call (816) 221-6723, leave message. 1(x1)

LEADBEATER'S COCKATOO. Domestic raised, 2 years old, unrelated pairs. Ready for breeding this spring. Singles also available. Call Chris, (714) 780-2360. Serious inquiries only. 1(x1)

BLUE & GOLD MACAWS, s/s males & females, adult breeders, $950 each. Call Jerry Jennings, P.O. Box 6393, Woodland Hills, CA 91365. Phone (818) 884-5476. 1(x1)

DOMESTIC SPOONFED BABIES - Blue & Gold Macaws, Congo African Greys, White-cap or Blue-headed Pionus, Gold-cap Conures, Galah's Umbrella Cockatoos, Yellow Napes, and Indian Ringneck Parakeets. Paul or Jeanette, (512) 269-1887 or (512) 387-6453, Texas. 1(x1)

COCKATOOS, rose-breasted, proven breeder male produced young 5 yrs. in a row, $2,250. Male umbrella adult, tame, $1,300. Hahn's macaw s/s male, long time in captivity, $350. Write or call Jerry Jennings, P.O. Box 6393, Woodland Hills, CA 91365. Phone (818) 884-5476. 1(x1)

THE PET BOOK SHOP OFFERS - The Low Collection, (NEW) Keeping Parrots $9.95, Hand Rearing Parrots & Other Birds $22.45, The Complete Book of Parrots $15.75, Dulce & Fredrice Cooke Books, (NEW) Popular Parakeets $19.95, Keeping & Breeding Cockatiels $26.95, Evans/Fidler, The Gouldian Finch $15.95, Dr. Lefebre, Let's Celebrate Pet Birds! $11.95. Add $2.95 per order for shipping. Write or call Jerry Jennings, P.O. Box 6393, Woodland Hills, CA 91365. Phone (818) 884-5476. 2(x6)

BIRD RANCH in heart of SW Oregon's finest hunting & fishing area. 100 private acres in fertile pasture & timber. Aviaries for approx. 100 pairs. Property fully developed with many improvements. Surrounded by national forest with river view. No neighbors and no zoning problems. John, (503) 825-3230. 4(x6)

Deadline Schedule
Apr / May '90
Feb. 1 — editorial copy
Feb. 15 — ADS, classified & display
June / July '90
April 1 — editorial copy
April 15 — ADS, classified & display
Aug / Sept '90
June 1 — editorial copy
June 15 — ADS, classified & display
Oct / Nov '90
Aug. 1 — editorial copy
Aug. 15 — ADS, classified & display
Dec '90 / Jan '91
Oct. 1 — editorial copy
Oct. 15 — ADS, classified & display
Feb / Mar '91
Dec. 1 — editorial copy
Dec. 15 — ADS, classified & display

TRICK TRAINING MADE EASY with the deluxe training kit from ARC. Kit includes basic training manual, clicker, booklets on how to make and teach several tricks and a set of colored cups with instructions. All for $16.95. These props, complete with instructions are also available—a scoop $18.00—rings on a peg $13.00. ARC, P.O. Box 10706, Brookline, MA 02213. 2(x2)

CAMELIDAE—a THE SAFE INSECTICIDE with Natural Pyrethrins, see Bird Talk, June '89. Used with confidence for more than 40 years by pet and bird owners. Available in aerosol, liquid, gallon drums, Kill flies, ants, roaches, spiders, etc. Shipping available. Charge cards welcome. For info: BOCA RATON AVIARY, 301 S. Federal Hwy., Boca Raton, FL 33432. Call (407) 395-6255 days, (407) 392-1943 evenings. 1(x1)

MOVING/RELOCATION SALE by Walnut Acres. Large outdoor flights, wood frame with 1/2" x 1/2" welded wire: 4'x12'x6' high - $125 each, 8'x12'x6' high - $175 each, 8'x24'x8' high - $300 each, 16'x24'x8' high - $475 each. Large flights, metal tube frame with 1/2" x 1" welded wire: 4'x12'x6' high - $350 each, 3'x8'x6' high - $200 each. Make offer for quantity purchase. Write or call Jerry Jennings, P.O. Box 6393, Woodland Hills, CA 91365. Phone (818) 884-5476. 1(x1)

TAME THAT WILD PARROT! With Quick Tame! A video tape shows you how to take imported or breeder birds and turn them into a pet bird! Not a fancy production, but loaded with great information! 75 min./color VHS. Send $18 plus $2 for shipping & handling to: A&A Manufacturing Co., P.O. Box 35, Livingston, TX 77357-0035. 1(x1)

MISCELLANEOUS


WINGS OF LIFE FEED LIMITED has a product to meet your bird's needs (maintenance, laying and rearing). Diets designed, used and produced by a Canadian nutritionist for Canadians. DAVE BARNEY, M.S.C. RR1, Elora Ontario NOB 150; phone (519) 846-5593. 1(x1)

FINCH & CANARY NEST PADS, reusable (5" x 5-1/2") to fit basket, 100% washable. Used since 1981. $18 per dozen. Postage paid. Dealers wanted. Birds & Specialty Products, P.O. Box 1207, Perris, CA 92570. Call (714) 943-6370. 1(x4)

Gamebirds / Waterfowl

STANLEY CRANES, hens, 1988 hatch, $1,000 each. Write or call Jerry Jennings, P.O. Box 6393, Woodland Hills, CA 91365. Phone (818) 884-5476.

Softbills

TOUCANS for sale: Tocos, males and females - $1,200 each. Red bills - $800 each. Channel bills - $800 each. Keel bills - $1,400 each. Spot clue toucans - $425 each, or $800 for pair. Black neced caracaras - $325 each. Pale mandible caracaras (males & females) - $350 each. RUFIOUS HORNBILL hens - $900 each. Write or call Jerry Jennings, P.O. Box 6393, Woodland Hills, CA 91365. Phone (818) 884-5476.
Aviculturalist proven, full spectrum vitamin, mineral, limiting amino acid supplement for all companion birds. Highly palatable powder and convenient capsules readily penetrate soft foods such as vegetables and fruits for efficient dosage delivery, or add to drinking water.

Besides the complete balance of all vitamins and minerals missing from standard seed diets, Prime also has a unique combination of digestive enzymes, microencapsulated probiotics, and various acids which slightly acidify the final mixture. Acidification encourages probiotic growth and improves digestive enzyme activity.

THE BEST WAY TO ENSURE TOTAL NUTRITION FOR ALL COMPANION BIRDS